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Le Cinema Opera 

"World of Film"

One of the prime movie theaters in the city, Le Cinema Opera is where you

can catch all the latest film releases. A collection of French and English

blockbusters are screened here, along with a few foreign movies. With

cutting-edge audio and projection, viewers are immersed into the world of

film at this theater. Pick up some popcorn and a drink from the

refreshments stand, and sit back and escape into a fictional world at Le

Cinema Opera.

 +33 4 7210 3171  www.cinemasgaumontpathe.com/ci

nemas/cinema-gaumont-opera/

 6 rue Joseph Serlin, Lyon
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La Fourmi 

"Intimate Cinema Experience"

Since its opening in 1914, La Fourmi has been one of the major cinema

venues, with a number of fans still drawn in by its vintage charm. A tiny

theater with a total capacity of just 136, distributed over three screens,

this theater offers a rather intimate experience. Screening a selection of

10 films per week, all of which are latest French and English releases, La

Fourmi adds a distinct touch to the regular film experience.

 +33 8 9268 0598  cinema-la-fourmi.com/  68 rue Pierre Corneille, Lyon
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Saint Denis Cinema 

"Exciting Movie Experience"

A quaint yet cozy movie theater, Cinéma Saint Denis offers a enjoyable,

vintage cinema experience. Featuring an impressive lineup of latest

releases along with a selection of classic hits, this is where you can catch

all the greatest French and English movies. With state-of-the-art projection

and audio technology, coupled with comfortable seating, your movie

viewing experience at this theater is certain to be beyond enjoyable.

 +33 4 7839 8151  77 Grande Rue de La Croix-Rousse, Lyon
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Cinema Comoedia 

"French Flicks"

Catch the latest offerings of French Cinema at the Cinema Comoedia. The

cinema not only boasts the latest releases but creates an environ for

movie buffs to come in, discuss critic and truly enjoy films. The Cinema is

home to a number of screenings, conferences, exhibitions and debates.

Forgetting main stream cinema is easy with the theater's selection of film

documentaries, low budget genre films and film festivals. Get a chance to

meet the film makers, discuss their projects and also learn from them. At

Comoedia you can enjoy your cup of coffee, a meal or have a glass of

wine while discussing the place's favorite topic; films.
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 +33 8 9268 6922  www.cinema-

comoedia.com/

 info@cinema-

comoedia.com

 13 Avenue Berthelot, Lyon
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